alone. This approach would yield correct shifts if the passive molecular orbitals remained ""frozen" during photoemission, or if they relaxed by the same amount (in total energy) for all molecules. Differential relaxation from one molecule to the next will alter the shifts. It is therefore useful to correct for this effect. In this Letter a simple relaxation correction, applicable to "potential energy" models of binding-energy shifts, is derived and applied to fifty-four cases. 
Within the framework of ab initio calculations above, this result is not very useful for estimating binding-energy shifts, because the orbital energies yielded by ab initio calculations could as well be used directly. Less sophisticated molecular-orbital calculations do not yield Is orbital energies, however, and eq. (2) can be used to good advantage for predicting bindingenergy shifts in conjunction with such calculations.
Recently CNDO theory7 has been used 5 ,6 to ;i;lS binding-energy shifts in series of molecules containing first-row elements. For each element the external potential energy,
. , V , and the charge q. on the host atom e " 1 were calculated. Measured binding-energy shifts were thEm fitted to a two,.,..
parameter equation of the form
to obtain empirical values of k and .t.
Recently Davis et al. Combining eq. , (6) and (7), taking dif~erehces (as between two .compounds), and
noting that the differences in the first terms of eq. (7) 
2 where the relation e~ = -V, appropriate for an electron, has been used, and the . . *
In CNDO theory there is no way to calculate ep(C ) directly, because this theory does not include Is orbitals in second-row elements, let alone provide for calculations on states in which these orbitals are only singly * occupied. It is possible, using CNDO theory, to estimate shifts in4>(C ),
Ii: .
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;
however. We may invoke the idea of "equivalent cores". 13 Since Is electrbns shield out essentially one complete nuclear charge, the attraction exerted on valence orbitals by the "core" consisting of R nitroEen nucleus plus a doublyoccupied Is shell is essentially equal to that exerted by a carbon nucleus plus a singly-occupied Is shell. For purposes of estimating shifts in the potential at the nucleus arising from "relaxed" valence orbitals we may there-* fore simply substitute CP(N) for epeC ) in eq. (9), obtaining (10 ) Since photoemission is a very fast process, the same initial-state molecular geometry is used to calculate ep(N) and epeC), i. ~e carbon results show very good agreement between experiment and theory both with and without the relaxation correction, especially considering that these calculations predict shifts, rather than just fitting them. The standard deviation from a least-squares fitted line of unit slope is slightly smaller for the relaxation-corrected case (0.84 eV vs 1.06 eN, table 1).
In particular the result for CO is greatly improved by this correction. We may -6-LBL-633 therefore mak~ the preliminary observation that the relaxation correction brings the CNDO potential modei into better agreement with experiment, if 'a wide variety of molecUles is considered. Inspection of Fig. 1 sho1fs systematic discrepancies between the relaxation-cOrrected theory !3lld experiment, however.
There is a general tendency for shifts to be exaggerated. This appears both as a slope of slightly more than unity in the ratio ~EB (t'heo .)/ ~EB (expt. ), and -more dramatically -as large excursions in the theoretical shifts of the highly -oxidized carbons in CO 2 and CF 4 , Another effect is also present.
The agreement between experiment and' theory within a series of similar compounds is much better than that over a wide range of compounds. • ·r:
• t. 
for carbon Isshifts, and similar relations for shifts in other elements.
The second term on the right is the relaxation energy, YR ' In table 2 values of V R obtained from the model presented here are compared with differences between ab initio hole-state and orbital-energy results for several molecules.
The good agreement both supports the validity of this approach and indicates its possible usefulness in ,estimating binding energies from orbital energies.
Finally, some physical insight into the origins of differential molecular relaxation can be obtained by studying the charges assigned the host atom in the CNDO scheme before and after photoemission. Table 3 IIi summary, the relaxation correction given here appears to give iniprovement over the already reasonably good agreement between theoretical and experimental shifts that can be obtained with the CNDO potential model. . ,.
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